CUSTOM BLINDS BETWEEN GLASS

CALL US@ 1-888-594-5277

170-2800VikingWay,Richmond,BCV6V1N5

NO Dust! No Cleaning! No Damage! Increased Insulating Value!
This unique window blinds system has been used in prestigious buildings around the
world, and is now available to the homeowner. Blinds Between the Glass are sealed in a
dust free environment. They require no cleaning while maintaining their new
appearance, and are protected from damage, unlike external blinds.
Ideal for windows, doors and office or home partitions.
Lift & Tilt Internal Blinds. For Smaller Windows 14-41 inches Wide
Available in white only.




The blind is controlled by two magnetic sliders.
Moving the horizontal outer slide operator to the left or right, will cause the blind
slats to rotate between open or closed.
Moving the vertical outer slide operator down will raise the blind, moving the
slider up lowers the blind.

Slimline Lift & Tilt Blinds. For Windows 12-80 inches Wide.
 Slimline blinds are available in white, almond, grey, tan, off-white, silver or gold.
 The blind is controlled by a cord providing the lift and tilt action.
SSLT LIFT & TILT

Insulated between
layers of glass
allows easy
cleaning without
damage to the
blind.

SLIMLINE SL20A & SL20C

CUSTOM blinds are
now available for
door & window
applications,
bringing
contemporary
convenience to the
home or office.

The unique blind
design decreases
internal heating by
limiting amounts of
infrared and UV
radiation.

External mounted
assemblies allow
the ease of light
and privacy
control.

SSLT2 Lift & Tilt Specifications

SL20A Tilt Only Specifications

SL20C Lift & Tilt Specifications

The SSLT2 Lift & Tilt internal mini-blind
requires a minimum overall unit thickness
of 1″.
The slat is 0.5″ x .008″ aluminum alloy
and is painted with a polyester ultraviolet
high resistant finish. For optimum blind
operation, slats should be open when
raising or lowering the blind. A locking
mechanism located on the handle
prevents the blind from drifting or sliding
when the blind is in the raised position.
Available in white.

The SL20A internal mini-blind requires a
minimum overall unit thickness of 1″.

The SL20C model uses an integral cord
loop to raise or lower the blind slats. Easy
accessibility to the cord loop ensures
adjustment of the blinds. Optimum slat
positioning can be achieved by making
small adjustments when pulling to the
right or left on the cord. Minimum overall
unit thickness required is 1″.

The slat is 0.5″ x .008″ aluminum alloy,
painted with low emissivity paint with a
polyester ultraviolet high resistant finish.
Available in grey, white, off-white,
almond, silver, tan or gold.




Min/Max width 12 / 80 inches
Min/Max height 10 / 106 inches
Operator types: Knob or Wand.

Due to the mechanisms in this system, it
is recommended that the SL20C blind as
listed below, be used in units over 14sqft.




For optimum blind operation, slats should
be open when raising or lowering the
blind. Available in grey white, off-white,
almond, silver, tan or gold.




Min/Max width 14 / 45 inches
Min/Max height 12 / 89 inches
Operator type Sliders (1 for tilt, 1 for lift)

Min/Max width 12 / 80 inches
Min/Max height 10 / 106 inches
Operator types Cord loop

Overall thickness of units over 14 sqft will exceed 1″. Please contact our sales department for further information

Limited Warranty

Internal Blind 3 years
www.kitsglass.ca/custom-blinds-between-glass

Operators/Components 1 year

Sealed Unit 5 years
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